Abstract-in this paper we focus on LTE-Advanced performance under bursty traffic conditions, and devote our effort to the different methods for balancing the load across multiple carriers. These carriers are the component carriers (CCs) that belong to the same carrier frequency. They are bonded together in order to fulfill the requirement of wide spectrum in LTE-Advanced. We first derive the analytical model for a bursty birth-death traffic model with fixed payload size for OFDMA with different frequency domain packet schedulers. Applying this model for a multi-carrier system, we compute the performance for different system setups. The obtained analytical results are verified using extensive system level simulations. Based on the analytical and simulation results, it is suggested to assign the users on all CCs if a cell is not heavily loaded. Otherwise, assign each user with only one CC using the load balancing method of Round Robin is preferable, in the sense that it maintains good performance with low uplink overhead.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Long Term Evolution (LTE) systems are currently deployed with a maximum bandwidth of 20MHz. It has significant improvements over the previous generation systems e.g. High Speed Packet Access (HSPA). It can provide a peak data rate over 100Mbps in the downlink and 50Mbps in the uplink [1] . To further improve the system performance and meet the International Mobile TelecommunicationsAdvanced (IMT-Advanced) requirements specified by International Telecommunications Union -Radio Communication Sector (ITU-R) [2] , the 3 rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) has set the new study item of LTEAdvanced [3] . With LTE-Advanced, a wider bandwidth than the 20MHz of the current LTE Rel'8 systems will be supported, going up to 100MHz [4] .
The wide bandwidth required by LTE-Advanced is obtained via carrier aggregation (CA) of individual component carriers (CCs), where each CC follows the LTE Rel'8 numerology. It has been decided to use independent Link Adaptation (LA) and Hybrid Automatic Repeat request (HARQ) per CC in coherence with the LTE Rel'8 assumptions, which basically allows backward compatibility so LTE Rel'8 and LTEAdvanced terminals can co-exist [5] .
With the availability of multiple CCs, it is possible to schedule one user on all CCs, leading to carrier aggregated mode at the user side; or to operate in a Rel'8 manner with separate CCs, where one user is scheduled on a single CC. The performance comparison between the two operation modes is addressed in this paper. For the latter case, different methods for balancing the load across the multiple CCs are also considered. An intelligent load balancing method can avoid the case where a large number of users are competing for resources in one CC, while resources in the other CCs are wasted due to lack of transmissions, and thereby increases the trunking efficiency of the system. For the case with mixed LTE-Advanced and Rel'8 terminals, both carrier-aggregated mode and separate CC mode should be supported, one can refer to [6] for the performance and fairness issues in such a scenario.
The support of dual carrier transmission is already standardized in [7] for the deployment of High Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) systems and many studies on the carrier load balancing already exist in literature [8] - [12] . However, these investigations all assume Code Division Multiplexing Access (CDMA) systems, which do not have the flexibility of time/frequency domain user multiplexing. LTEAdvanced systems use Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing Access (OFDMA) in the downlink transmission, which allows time/frequency domain multiplexing of users. While the previous studies in [8] - [11] are carried out with voice transmission and mainly rely on simulations and heuristic algorithms, we instead consider a best effort traffic model with fixed payload size and provide additional insight by deriving a simple theoretical prediction model.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II provides the modeling of bursty traffic using birth-death process, with OFDMA and fixed payload size; Section III presents the load balancing methods under investigation; In Section IV we describe the simulation methodology and assumptions; Section V includes results from extensive system simulations as well as comparison against the theoretical estimations; Section VI concludes the paper. The arrival, or departure, of users in a network is usually modeled as the birth-death process, as shown in Fig. 1 towards decreasing the number of active user by 1 [13] . This is a typical M/M/S/A process, where the arrival of users follows the Poisson distribution, and the service time follows a negative exponential distribution (M for Markov). S is the state of the system, defined in our case by the number of active users, and A is the corresponding maximum number of users in the system. Although the negative exponential distribution of service time is usually assumed for voice calls [14] , it can also roughly represent the time for users to download a fixed payload buffer due to channel quality variations. The latter is the case considered here, and the aforementioned assumptions are later verified via simulation results, showing a good match. In our application of the model, in which Fig.1 is applied to model the active number of users in a macro-cell, we will use the following notation: the arrival and departure of users in the cell. In every state of the system, k S , the k active users will transmit fixed payload size packets of size F. Hence, the departure rate is now determined by the service rate, that is, how fast we can serve the fixed payload F.
II. BURSTY TRAFFIC MODELING
The admission control in LTE (-Advanced) is assumed to limit the number of users per cell to maximum A users. This leads to the following arrival rate:
For the study of bursty traffic with multiple carriers, we first present the modeling with single carrier and finite buffer transmission, under the access scheme of OFDMA. In an OFDMA system with multiple users, a channel aware packet scheduler can exploit the frequency and user domain diversity to improve the system performance compared with a channel blind Round Robin (RR) scheduler. This is termed as the Frequency Domain Packet Scheduling (FDPS) gain. FDPS gain is found to follow a logarithmic function of the active number of users [15] . The actual relation depends on the available transmission bandwidth, the scheduling frequency resolution, the channel conditions, and the distribution of users within each cell. For our modeling purposes, we represent the FDPS gain for a LTE system in [15] with the sample approximation as:
where k is the number of users for the CC and the average user throughput with k users per cell is ) (
Mbps. The service rate is thereby:
This is different from voice transmission with fixed user throughput, in which the service rate is proportional to the number of users [8] - [11] .
The probability of the system being at state k S is [8] :
where 0 P is the probability for being in state 0 S , and
Inserting (4) into (5), we obtain:
With the probability of each state derived above, we can see that if the offered load is no larger than the cell capacity ( 1 ≤ L ), the equilibrium can always be achieved. However, in the case when the arrival rate is larger than what the cell can accommodate ( 1 > L ), some users cannot get enough resources and they will remain in the system; in this case, the number of users will increase over time to A, and thereafter remain at that level.
When the equilibrium is reached, either because of the low offered load or because of the admission control restriction, the average number of users in a system can be expressed as:
The average user throughput with arrival rate λ , payload size F , cell capacity C and maximum number of users A , using a frequency domain PF scheduler is calculated as:
The average cell throughput is equal to the offered load as long as it stays below the threshold C , which is the throughput when a cell is fully loaded, hence:
For RR packet scheduler, the maximum cell capacity is ) ( / ∞ G C , thus with 1 ) ( = k G for any positive value of k , we get also the performance with frequency domain RR.
III. LOAD BALANCING METHODS UNDER INVESTIGATION
As mentioned in the introduction, in a system with multiple carriers, it is possible to assign one or all CCs to each user, resulting in the Rel'8 or the aggregated operation modes. Here we consider the case when all CCs are assigned to each user as a special method of carrier load balancing, where the load is fully balanced across CCs. For the Rel'8 operation mode, different methods for balancing the load are also investigated. These load balancing methods are discussed below.
A. All CCs assigned to each user:
Although the LTE Rel'8 terminals support the transmission on only 1 CC at a time, the LTE-Advanced terminals can potentially be assigned simultaneously on all CCs. In this case, the load across CCs is automatically balanced thereby the best performance is achieved. The same bursty model as with single carrier can directly be applied for this case.
B. RR balancing with 1 CC per user:
The RR balancing [8] is also referred to as Combined Carrier Channel Assignment in [9] . The basic principle is to assign the newly arrived user to the carrier that has the least number of users. Thus, it tries to distribute evenly the load to all carriers. However, there might be small variation for the cell load in different CCs, because the number of users does not necessarily make an exact even over the CCs or because one or more users may leave the system at random.
Assume the average channel quality and bandwidth is the same for all CCs, they are expected to have the same performance. We therefore focus on the performance in one CC, and then multiply it by a factor of N to get the overall cell throughput, N being the number of aggregated carriers. The users are assigned with only one CC, their throughput equals the per CC user throughput.
C. Mobile Hashing (MH) with 1 CC per user:
The MH balancing [8] , or the Independent Carrier Channel Assignment [9] method, relies on the output from the terminal's hashing algorithm. The output hash values are uniformly distributed among a finite set, which maps directly on the CC indices. Thereby, it provides balanced load across CCs in the long term. However, at each instant, the load across CCs is not balanced and the system will suffer from reduced trunking efficiency.
With MH, if some CCs are heavily loaded, one CC with low load may refuse to accept new arrivals because of the maximum user number limit. Thereby the user arrival is not independent across the CCs. Due to the difficulty in modeling the correlated user arrival, we rely solely on simulations to quantify the performance for the MH method.
IV. SIMULATION METHODOLOGY AND ASSUMPTIONS
The performance of the algorithms is evaluated in a quasi static downlink multi-cell system level simulator that follows the LTE specifications defined in [16] , including detailed implementations of Layer-3 carrier load balancing, Layer-2 PS, HARQ and LA functionalities. The simulation scenario is Macro-cell case #1 as defined in [17] . The simulation parameters are summarized in Table I . The link to system mapping is based on the exponential effective metric model [18] .
Note that, we aggregate 4 CCs, each of 10MHz to form a wide bandwidth of 40MHz. In case an even wider bandwidth is needed, more CCs can be aggregated together, or the bandwidth per CC can be extended. Only LTE-Advanced users are considered, which means, all users have the ability to be scheduled on multiple CCs. Simulation campaigns are conducted with one long simulation run (up to 200 seconds). This can offer sufficient statistics because users are created and terminated dynamically during the simulation.
The following measures are used in our study as performance indicators:
• Average cell throughput: Average throughput per cell, i.e. equals the summation of the user throughput in each cell.
• Average user throughput: Average throughput over the simulated users.
• Coverage: This is the 5 th percentile worst user throughput over the simulated users.
• Service rate: The average number of users who finish their transmissions in a cell during one second.
V. ANALYTICAL AND SIMULATION RESULTS
In section II we provided the model for the bursty traffic in a single-CC OFDMA system. Extension of this model to a multi-CC system with different load balancing methods was presented in Section III. Based on the latter analysis, we can analytically estimate the performance with different system settings, e.g. payload size, arrival rate. This accuracy of the derived expressions is verified via simulations. Detailed performance comparison based on extensive simulations is also made.
A. Comparison between estimation and simulation results
Based on simulation, we know the average cell throughput in a 4x10MHz LTE-Advanced system with finite buffer is on the order of 49 Mbps for the considered environment when there is full load in all cells. Taking this value as input for the bursty traffic model (C=49 Mbps in (8) and (9)), we obtain the performance from the analytical study. Fig. 2 shows the average cell and user throughput for the aggregated mode and the Rel'8 mode of assigning CCs to the users. In terms of average user throughput, assigning all CCs to each user can achieve significant gain over 1 CC to each user when arrival rate is low. If the arrival rate is high, both methods provide the same user throughput. In terms of cell throughput, the performance is the same even at low arrival rates. This can be understood from (9) , which shows the cell throughput is proportional to the arrival rate and upper bounded by the cell capacity, but is independent of the load balancing method. From Fig. 2 we can also see that there is a reasonable good match between the theoretical and simulated results. /s. The reason is when the arrival rate is low, the offered load is no larger than the cell capacity. Thereby the system can reach the equilibrium without needing the maximum user limitation. At high load, the users will accumulate to approach 50 users per cell, which is the limitation put by admission control. Note that here we assume the load balancing method of assigning all CCs to each user, and the results are collected after a warm-up period of 5 seconds, which is used to stabilize the number of users in a system.
B. Detailed comparison between different load balancing methods
The user throughput for the three methods is summarized in Fig. 4 . At low load it is observed that assigning all CCs to each user improves the performance by 150~190% relative to assigning only single CC per user with RR balancing, and 220% compared with MH balancing. However, the gain decreases with arrival rate. Indeed, when 25 > λ /s, MH balancing achieves even higher user throughput than the other two methods. The reason for the superior performance of MH balancing at high load is as follows: Even if the total number of users is upper bounded in both cases, some CCs may still be in a low load situation because of the unbalanced instantaneous CC load. Low load results in high user throughputs. The service rate, which tells how many users can be served in a given time, is a better performance metric than the average user throughput with bursty traffic. Fig. 5 shows the service rate for different load balancing methods. When the offered load is low, all users are served and the service rate equals the arrival rate. When the arrival rate is higher than what the cell can accommodate, the balancing method of assigning all CCs to each user offers a service rate which is 2% higher than RR balancing, and 7~12% higher than MH balancing.
When looking at the coverage performance, the gain by assigning all CCs to each user is even obvious as compared with the other two algorithms. From Fig. 6 we can see the gain is 100~200% and 230~300% over RR and MH based balancing at low to medium load. With high cell load, it is 3~6% and 26~53%, respectively. 
C. Comparison between finite buffer and full buffer mode
We have seen before the cell throughput for bursty traffic increases with arrival rate, but it is bounded by the capacity C. Fig. 7 shows that C is 22% lower than the achievable throughput with full buffer and 20 users per cell. The reason is, with finite buffer mode, the users with good channel quality can finish data transmission faster than those with poor channel quality. As a result, most of the users left in the system are with poor channel quality. Note that 20 users are enough to offer maximum FDPS gain and the highest average cell throughput. 
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have studied the performance for different load balancing methods with bursty traffic in a multi-carrier LTE-Advanced system. The bursty traffic model with fixed payload size. With this model, we can analytically estimate the performance for different load balancing methods. The accuracy of the theoretical estimates is further verified via comparison against results from extensive system level simulations.
Based on the results, we find that assigning all CCs to each user maximizes the trunking efficiency and the FDPS gain. Thereby we achieve much better performance than the other cases with one CC per user: When the cell load is low to medium, assigning all CCs to each user achieves 100~300% higher user throughputs / coverage than the other two methods; however, when the cell load is high, the different load balancing methods achieves similar performance. It is therefore suggested to assign all CCs to each user when the arrival rate of incoming traffic is low to medium, while at high arrival rate, RR load balancing with single CC per user should be used. Using single CC per user results in savings of the required uplink feedback overhead and user power consumption. More detailed performance and algorithm studies are coming as the standardization of LTE-Advanced continues, and more assumptions are being fixed.
